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Results Conclusion + Next Steps

Method

55 participants (47 female), age (years): M = 22.6 (SD = 3.8),
driving experience (years): M = 4.7 (SD = 3.4)

2 blocks of 25 schematic video sequences of instant 
consumption during acceleration

• Similar to real world values of electric vehicles [5] 

• 5 groups of average consumption (32, 34, 36, 38, 40) with 
5 different peak values each (100, 90, 80, 70, 60)

Link to Video

Energy efficiency perception

• Optimal use of electric vehicles depends heavily on ecodriving [1]

• 52% of HEV drivers monitor the consumption display to derive the 
energy efficiency of strategies [2]

• Instantaneous consumption displays (ICDs): central and salient 
information source to perceive energy efficiency

• Biased static judgements of fuel consumption at changing speeds [3]

• Peak-Bias in animated data visualization [4]

Research Questions :

Can drivers rank the various dynamics of the ICD in the correct 
order? 

How accurately can drivers derive the average consumption from 
dynamic ICD sequences?

Do person-specific variables play a role in the perception of the 
ICD? 

• Simple animated visualization of instantaneous consumption is not 
sufficient to derive energy efficiency - even with continuous monitoring 
and a bigger display size than in real vehicles

• Personality and attitude to technology or mathematical experience 
seem to influence the driver-display-interaction and thus the 
consumption estimation (ATI, relationship of topic of occupation)

 Knowledge and driving experience do not seem to play a role

• Future studies: How do we get from experimental settings to more 
real-life settings?

 More variation: What about peak values >100 and <60? What 
about longer peak durations?

 Enrich visualizations with additional elements/indicators 

 Compare different visualizations (e.g. display values over time) 

 Testing in a driving simulator

Participants did not rank the ICD scenarios in the correct order 
(Kendall’s rank correlation; rτ = .12, p = .252) 

Overestimation: Mean estimation difference (= empirical estimates -
correct average consumption) was significantly higher than 0, 
W = 1417.50, z = 5.43, p < .001, r = .73.

Three-level model [L1: measures, L2: peak groups, L3: subjects]: 
55% of variation in estimation difference lay between subjects

 Fixed effect of peak
( = 0.39, SE = 0.04)* 
and peak duration 
( = -9.92, SE = 0.73)*

 Interaction effect 
peak*peak duration 
( = -0.18, SE = 0.02)*

*p < .001

Peak bias (greater overestimation with greater peaks) is greater with 
shorter peak duration

Cross-level-interactions: Affinity for technology (ATI)*peak, 
peak*duration*ATI, Relationship of topic of occupation (RTO) to 
technology/engineering*peak, RTO to mathematics*peak, 
duration*ATI, peak*duration*RTO technology/engineering

Controlled experiments

Electric vehicle

Energy model

Implement own displays
(CSS, HTML, JavaScript)

in the new IMIS Driving Simulator


